
 
 
 
 

 

Questions & Answers 

W3: New Metalynx expanded line 
24. 3. 2021 

On our latest Webinar The New Metalynx expanded line that we held on March 24, we presented our updated 

Metalynx product groups, showed the review of brand new Metalynx products, presented outstanding new 

results in application, and updated level of brand quality as well as talked about our new marketing 

activities and customer support. The webinar was led by Area sales manager Tjaša Glinšek with contributions 

from our Sector Manager Valentina Prapotnik and Marketing Specialist Nika Bratović. 

During the Webinar, all participants had the opportunity to participate by asking questions on the topic. We 

had the pleasure to answer a few questions live. Other asked questions are gathered here in this document. 

Due to the protection of personal data, we marked the questions with the question number.  The answeres 

are sent via e-mail to all of those who posed them.  

If you have any additional questions or comments about this Webinar,  you may contact us through our e-mail: 

info.slovenia@weilerabrasives.com and we will connect you to the responsible person who will be happy to 

answer to you. 

The questions and answers in this Webinar are: 

 

1. Question 1: What is the maximum diameter for cutting pipes on stationary machines?  

 

In Metalynx We are producing wheels with diameters 300, 350, 400 but we are also offering D 500 (which is 

available from our other facility). So, if we are speaking about diameter of pipes the solution is: the thicker the 

pipe is, the larger diameter of product you need. For these kinds of problems, we have 2 different hardnesses 

of wheels available: Thicker pipes or bars need softer products.  

 

 

Question 2: Can we have more information on the solid core technology used for the thin cutting wheel 115 

and 230mm?  

Solid core technology is applied on diameters 115 and 125 thin ultracut discs. We have a special pressing 

machine where innovative technology is integrated - with different way of pressing the products, we can 

achieve higher density and thinner products, thickness tolerances are lower - that means better quality 

consistence, less deviations in quality and cutting speed and long life.  
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Question 3: Will there be brochures that show the advantage of each type of cutting wheels?  Compared to 

competitor?  

 

The catalogue will be filled with all necessary information and advantages of each product line. But there will 

not be a separate brochure specifically for each cutting wheel and also no comparison with competitors – we 

believe our products speak enough about their quality. We do have comparison flyers between our previous 

brands that are being converted into Metalynx or Toroflex.  

 

 

Question 4: Do you have also an color identification on the flap discs as well to identify ceramic grain discs?  

 

YES, the color indicator for ceramic alumina is RED color and can be easily seen on the label.  

 

 

Question 5: Do you have a best before time for the flap discs?  

 

No, flap discs do not have a validity date. We advise our users to please have in mind that proper storage 

conditions are important – do not store on too high or to low temperatures and humidity.  

 

 

 

Question 6: Please specify if all we discuss about Metalnyx concerns Toroflex also 

Yes, as we mentioned in presentation both of our brands will be very connected, with the difference, that in 

Toroflex brand, we will not have the highest quality levels as for example Ultra cut and ceramic. But marketing 

activities such as catalogues, flyers, Weiler on Wheels (van) tour, samples and other presented activities will 

also be available for Toroflex brand.  

 

 

Question 7: What about the prices this year compared to last year 

Selling prices are always related do different moments in production and on the market (such as prices of raw 

materials, transportation, electricity…). In Weiler Abrasives group we are always doing our best, so that our 

customers are having the best price/performance value. 



 
 
 
 

 

Question 8:  Can you send presentation? 

The whole presentation can be found on this link: 

https://www.weilerabrasives.com/emea/resources/webinars/new-metalynx-expanded-line  

 

 

Question 9: I was buying Swatycomet brand from Weiler. How will I Know which Metalynx products are 
alternative for what I used to buy? 

We prepared a flyer that will help you identify the new products and that also shows the design change for 
every product group. Quality marking on Metalynx stayed mostly the same as they have been on Swatycomet, 
so this is not complicated. 

 

 

Question 10: Are Metalynx Max Polish discs suitable for deburring? 
No, only for finishing surfaces, for improving surface quality. 

 

 

Question 11: Can Metalynx Max Clean discs be used on thin metal parts? 

Yes, you can remove all coatings from thin metal sheets without making holes on base material. 

 

 

Question 12: I was missing item number on the label on your SKorpio products. Are there any changes now 
with Metalynx to easier identify the product? 

One of the improvements on our products is the information you get from the wheel itself. On the label of 
Metalynx products the item number is also written - so it is very easy to figure out which product to order. The 
item numbers are also written in the catalogue, so it is easier to define what you need. 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

Question 13: Are Metalynx Max Polish discs proper tool for removing deep scratches from surface? 

No, they can remove only small scratches. For removing bigger scratches, the normal flap discs should be 
used. 

 

 

Question 14: You say safety first. But how do you know how a certain product was produced and how do 
you assure it is safe? 

Our cutting and grinding discs are marked with unique traceability code on the metal ring from which we can 
trace back a production date, shift in which it was produced, pressing machine and raw materials that have 
been used. Each batch is tested on safety and performance before shipping. And beside that Weiler is a 
producer of reinforcement- glass fiber that is put in the product to ensure safety. That of course is an 
important factor to control the safety on the high level 

 

 


